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Java oop sample exercises

Announce an interface called Function, which has a method called a score that takes an int option and returns int value. Make the implementation of the method evaluate () to return the value obtained by dividing the int argument into 2. In the client, create a method that takes an arbitrary array of int values as a parameter and returns an
array that is the same length, but the value of the item in the new array is twice the value in the corresponding array element that is transmitted as a parameter. Let the implementation of this method create a Half instance and use that instance to calculate the values in the array that will be returned. Classes on page 2Extending using a
single implementation inheritance create new class types. A superclass reference can denote objects of its type and subclasses strictly in accordance with the inheritance hierarchy. Because this relationship is linear, it excludes multiple implementation inheritances, i.e. subclass inherited from more than one superclass. Instead, Java
provides interfaces that not only allow you to enter new naming types of links, but also allow multiple interface inheritances. The definition of top-level interface interfaces has the following general syntax: interface zlt;accessibility modifier' In addition, the interface title can provide the following information: scope or availability modifier (see
section 4.7, page 131) any interfaces it expands (see. Section 6.4, p. 254) The Interface Authority may contain member declarations that include permanent declarations (see section 6.4, p. 255) prototype declarations (see section 6.4, p. 254) in class and interface declarations (see section 7.1, page 284) The interface provides no
implementation and is therefore abstract by definition. This means that it may not be instantaneous, but classes can implement it by providing implementations for method prototypes. Declaring an abstract interface is redundant and rarely done. Members' ads can appear in any order in the organ interface. Because interfaces are designed
to be implemented by classes, interface members are implicitly available and the public modifier is omitted. Empty-body interfaces are often used as markers for class tags as having a specific property or behavior. These interfaces are also called ability interfaces. The Java APIs provide several examples of these маркеров:
java.lang.Cloneable,&lt;/nested interface declarations&gt; &lt;/nested class declarations&gt; &lt;/method prototype declarations&gt; &lt;/constant declarations&gt; &lt;/extends interface clause&gt; &lt;/interface name&gt; &lt;/accessibility modifier&gt; modifier&gt; java.util.EventListener. The Prototype Method Of Declaration Interface defines
the contract by specifying a set of method prototypes, but not implementation. The methods in the interface are all implicitly abstract and public because of their definition. The prototype of the method has the same syntax as the abstract method (see section 4.10, page 147). However, only abstract and public modifiers are allowed, but
they are invariably omitted. &lt;return type&gt;&lt;method name&gt; (&lt;parameter list&gt;) &lt;throws clause&gt;; Example 6.9 announces two interfaces: IStack on (1) and ISafeStack on (5). These interfaces are discussed in subsequent subsections. Example 6.9 Interface IStack / (1) invalid push (object element); Pop object; - StackImpl
class implements IStack (//2) protected object stackArray; protected int tos; / / Upper part of the public Stack StackImpl (int capacity) - stackArray - new object; tos -1; - public invalid push (object element) / (3) return objRef; - public object Object () - reverse stack peekArray'tos; - ISafeStack interface expands IStack (/ (5) boolean isEmpty
(); boolean isFull ();l expands StackImpl implements ISafeStack (/ (6) public SafeStackImpl (int capacity) - super (capacity); (8) - Public Class StackUser - Public Static Void Core (String) args) / (9) SafeStackImpl safeStackRef - new SafeStackImpl (10); StackImpl stackRef - safeStackRef; ISafeStack isafeStackRef - safeStackRef; IStack
istackRef - safeStackRef; ObjRef - safeStackRef; safeStackRef.push (10) stackRef.push System.out.println (isafeStackRef.pop()); System.out.println (istackRef.pop)); System.out.println (objRef.getClass)); Exit: Kroner Dollars class SafeStackImpl Interface Implementations Any class can choose to implement, in full or in part, zero or more
interfaces. The class defines the interfaces it implements as a comma list of unique interface names in the implementation clause in the class title. Interface methods should be publicly available when implemented in a classroom (or its subclasses). The class can neither narrow the availability of the interface method nor specify new
exceptions in the method throw clause, as trying to do so would be like changing the interface contract, which is illegal. The criteria for basic methods are also applied in the implementation of interface methods. The class can implement the methods stated in the interface, but it doesn't reap the benefits of interfaces if the interface name is
not explicitly stated in its implementation clause. In the example of 6.9, the StackImpl class sells a zlt;/throws clause.IStack, by specifying the name of the interface, using the implementation clause in the class title (2) and providing the implementation of methods in the interface (3) and (4). Changing the public availability of these methods
in the classroom will result in a compilation time error, as this reduces their availability. The class can only implement some of the methods of its interfaces (i.e. give a partial implementation of its interfaces). The class must then be declared abstract (see section 4.8, p. 134). Please note that interface methods cannot be declared static
because they include a contract executed by class objects implementing the interface. Interface methods are always implemented as instance methods. The interfaces that the class implements, and the classes it expands (directly or indirectly), are called class supertypes. Conversely, the class is a subtype of its supertypes. Class
implementation interfaces introduce multiple interface inheritances into their linear implementation inheritance hierarchy. Note, however, that no matter how many class interfaces it implements directly or indirectly, it only provides one implementation for the participant, which can have multiple declarations in the interfaces. Expanding
interfaces Interface can expand other interfaces using the extension position. Unlike expanding classes, the interface can expand multiple interfaces. Interfaces that are extended by interface (directly or indirectly) are called superinterfaces. Conversely, the interface is subsurface by its superinterfaces. Because interfaces define new types
of links, superinterfaces and sub-drops are also supertypes and subtypes, respectively. Finally inherits all the methods from their superinterfaces, as all their methodological declarations are implicitly public. The subsurface can override the prototype ads of the method from its superinterfaces. Overrided methods are not inherited. The
prototype ads of the method can also be overloaded, similar to overloading the method in classrooms. Example 6.9 cites the example of multiple Java inheritance. In example 6.9, the ISafeStack interface extends the IStack at (5) interface. The SafeStackImpl class expands the StackImpl class and implements the ISafeStack interface by
(6). The implementation and interface inheritance hierarchies for classes and interfaces defined in example 6.9 are displayed in figure 6.3. In UML, the interface resembles a class. One way to distinguish between them is to use the stereotype of interface as in figure 6.3. The interface inheritance is displayed similarly to the implementation
inheritance, but with the dotted arrow of inheritance. Thinking in terms of types, each type of link in Java is a subtype of object type. This means that any type of interface is also an object subtype. We supplemented the drawing with a 6.3 extra inheritance arrow to show it Relation. It's instructive to note how the SafeStackImpl class
implements the ISafeStack interface: it inherits push and pop implementations from its StackImpl superclass, and also delivers its own isFull and isEmpty methods from the ISafeStack interface. The ISafeStack interface inherits two prototypes of the method from its IStack super interface. All his methods are implemented by the
SafeStackImpl class. The SafeStackImpl class implicitly implements the IStack interface: it implements the ISafeStack interface that it inherits from the IStack interface. This is evidenced by the diamond form of the inheritance hierarchy in figure 6.3. There is only one implementation inheritance in the SafeStackImpl class. Note that there
are three different inheritance relationships when determining inheritance between classes and interfaces: the Linear Hierarchy of Implementation Inheritance between classes: the class expands a different class (subclasses?super classes). Multiple hierarchy of inheritance between interfaces: the interface expands other interfaces
(subsurface?super interfaces). The hierarchy of inheritance of multiple interfaces between interfaces and classes: the class implements interfaces. Although interfaces cannot be instantly used, interface type links can be announced. References to class objects can be attributed to references to supertypes of the class. In example 6.9, the
SafeStackImpl class is created primarily by the StackUser by (9) class method. The reference value of an object is assigned to references to all supertypes of the object that are used to control the object. The polymorphic behavior of references to the supertype is discussed in section 6.7. Constants in Interface interfaces can also identify
these constants. Such constants are determined by field declarations and are considered public, static and final. These modifiers are usually omitted from the declaration. Such a constant should be initiated with the expression of the initializer (see section 8.2, page 331). The constant interface can be accessed by any customer (class or
interface) using its fully qualified name, regardless of whether the customer expands or implements its interface. However, if the customer is the class that implements this interface or interface that expands this interface, the customer can also access such constants directly without the use of a fully qualified name. Such a client inherits
the constant interface. Typical use of constants in interfaces is illustrated in example 6.10, showing both direct access and the use of fully qualified names in (1) and (2), respectively. Expanding an interface that has constants is similar to expanding a class with static variables. In particular, these constants can be hidden by the bowels. In
the case of multiple inheritance of the interface constant, any conflict of names may use fully qualified names for constants. Example 6.10 Variables in the Constant interface interface - double PI_APPROXIMATION 3.14; String AREA_UNITS and sq.cm; String LENGTH_UNITS and see; - Public Class Customer implements Constants -
Public Static Void Core (String) - Double Radius - 1.5; System.out.printl AREA_UNITS PI_APPROXIMATION n (1) Direct access. System.out.println (Circle circumcision is (2 Constants.PI_APPROXIMATION) - Constants.LENGTH_UNITS); (2) A fully qualified name. Exit: Circle Area 7.0649999999999999999999999995 sq.cm. The circle
circumference is 9.42 cm. Page 3 There are two main mechanisms for building new classes from existing ones: inheritance and aggregation. It makes sense to inherit from the existing class of the vehicle to determine the class of the car, as the car is a vehicle. The class car has several parts; so it makes sense to identify a vehicle-class
composite object that has composite objects such as Motor, Axle, and GearBox that make up the vehicle. Inheritance is illustrated by an example that implements a stack of characters that can print its elements on the terminal. This new stack has all the properties and behavior of the CharStack class, but it also has the added ability to
print its elements. Given that this printed stack is a stack of characters, it can be derived from the CharStack class. This link is shown in figure 1.6. The PrintableCharStack class is called a subclass, and the CharStack class is called a superclass. The CharStack class is a generalization for all character stacks, while the
PrintableCharStack class specializes in stacks of characters that can also print their items. In Java, withdrawing a new class from an existing class requires the use of an extension clause in the subclass definition. The subclass can only apply to one super class. Subclass inherits superclass members. The next piece of code implements
the PrintableCharStack class: The PrintableCharStack class expands CharStack / (1) / Method of instance of public invalid printingStackElements () ( (2) / The designer calls the designer of the superclass explicitly. Public PrintableCharStack (int capacity) - super (capacity); (3) - PrintableCharStack Class expands The CharStack class to
(1). The implementation of the printStackElements method in the PrintableCharStack class requires access to the CharStack superclass. However, this area is private and therefore not available in the subclass. The subclass can access these fields if the availability of fields is changed to CharStack protected. Example 1.3 uses a
charStack class version that has been modified accordingly. printStackElements () is displayed on (2). The PrintableCharStack (3) designer calls the CharStack superclass constructor to initiate the stack properly. Example 1.3 Subclass Definition / Source file name: CharStack.java public class CharStack / Variable instances protected by
char'stackArray; The array that the stack implements. protected int topOfStack; Top of the stack. The rest of the definition is the same as in example 1.2. Source file: PrintableCharStack.java PrintableCharStack expands CharStack ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) i') System.out.print (stackArray);; Print each character at System.out.println The designer
directly calls the designer of the superclass. PrintCharStack (capacity) - super (capacity); (3) - PrintableCharStack class objects will respond in the same way as CharStack class objects, but they will also have additional functionality defined in the subclass: PrintableCharStack aPrintableCharStack - the new PrintableCharStack (3);
aPrintableCharStack.push ('H'); aPrintableCharStack.push ('i'); aPrintableCharStack.push ('!); aPrintableCharStack.printStackElements(); Print Hello! ASPTreeView.com the assessment of the terminal. Info...  The Page 4Each facility will have its own copies of the fields defined in its class. Object fields are called instance variables. The
values of the instance variables in the object are its state. Two different objects may have the same state if their instance variables have the same values. The object's methods determine its behavior. These methods are called instance methods. It is important to note that these methods apply to each object in the class. This should not
be confused with the implementation of the methods that all class instances share. Variable instances and instance methods that belong to objects are collectively referred to as members of an instance to distinguish them from static members who belong only to the class. Static members are discussed in section 1.5. Calling The Objects'
methods communicate by sending messages. This means that the object can be made to exhibit certain behaviors, referring to the appropriate operation at the facility. In Java, this is done by calling the method on the subject with the help of the infix's binary point statement. The method call spells out the full message: the object that is the
recipient of the message, the method that will be called, and the arguments to the method, if any. The method called on the receiver can also send information to the sender through the return value. A method called should be that is determined for an object. CharStack Stack - new CharStack (5); Create a stack stack ('J'); // The character
'J' pushed char c and stack.pop(); (2) One character popped out and came back: 'J' stack.printStackElements(); (3) Compilation Time Error: No such method in CharStack Code Sample above causes methods on an object denoted by a variable reference stack. The method call (1) pushes one character into the stack, and the method call
in (2) pushes one character out of the stack. Both push and pop methods are defined in the CharStack class. The push method does not return any value, but the pop method returns the symbol. Attempting to call the printStackElements method on the stack leads to a compilation time error because this method is not defined in the
CharStack class. Notation point '.' can also be used with reference to the object's access fields. The use of point notation is governed by the availability of the participant. The fields in the CharStack class have private availability, indicating that they are not available from outside the class: stack.topOfStack; Compilation time error:
TopOfStack is a private field.  ASPTreeView.com score has BEPTexpired. Info...  Page 5 In some cases, some members should only belong to the class, not be part of any object created from the class. An example of this is when a class wants to track how many class objects have been created. Identifying the counter as a variable
instance in determining the class to track the number of objects created does not solve the problem. Each created object will have its own oncoming field. Which counter should I upgrade? The solution is to declare the counter field static. This field is called a static variable. It belongs to the class, not to any class object. The static variable
is initiated when the class is loaded during the run. Similarly, a class may have static methods that belong only to the class and not to any class objects. Static variables and static methods are known as static members and differ from the members of the instance in determining the class by word static in their declaration. Figure 1.4 shows
a class chart for the CharStack class. It was supplemented by two static members who are shown stressed. The extended definition of the CharStack class is 1.2. The field counter is a static variable declared at level (1). It will be highlighted and initialized for the default 0 when the class is loaded. Every time a CharStack class object is
created, a constructor is executed by (2). The designer is clearly increments of the counter in the classroom. The getInstanceCount method () in (3) is a static method belonging to the class. It returns the counter value in the calling. Figure 1.5 shows the classification of members in the CharStack class using the terminology we've entered



so far. Table 1.1 at the end of this provides a summary of the terminology used in identifying class members. Example 1.2 Static participants in class definition / Original CharStack file.java public class CharStack / Instances of variable private char' stackArray; Array, realizing the stack. Private Int topOfStack; Top of the stack. Static
variable private static counter int; (1) / The designer is now increments of the counter for each created object. Counters Methods of public invalid push (symbol element) - stackArray'topOfStack - element; - public char pop () - reverse stackArray'topOfStack-;; lean isEmpty () - reverse topOfStack zlt; 0; - public bulean isFull () - reverse
topOfStack - stackArray.length - 1; Static method (3) public static int getInstanceCount () - reverse counter; Customers can access static class members using the class name. The following code triggers the getInstanceCount method in the CharStack class: int count - CharStack.getInstanceCount(); The class name for calling static
method Static participants can also be accessed through object references: CharStack stack1 - the new CharStack (10); int count1 - stack1.getInstanceCount(); The link triggers the static method of Static members in the class may be available both by class name and through references to the object, but the members of the instance can
only be accessed by object references. The members of the InstanceTai are the variables of the instance and the methods of the instance of the object. They can be accessed or called only through a link to an object. Instance VariableA is a field that stands out when the class is played instantly, i.e. in the object of the class. Also called
not a static field. MethodA is a copy of a class copy. Objects in the same class share its implementation. Static MembersThese are static variables and static methods of the class. They can be accessed or called either by class name or by link to an object. A VariableA static field that stands out when the class is loaded. It belongs to the
class, not to any class object. Also called static field and variable class. A MethodA static method that belongs to a class, not to any class object. Also called a cool method.  ASPTreeView.com the score has been expired. Info ...  Page 6 One of the main ways we deal with complexity is abstraction. Abstraction denotes the basic properties
and behavior of an object that distinguish it from other objects. The essence of OOP is to model abstractions using classes and objects. The hard part of this endeavor is finding the right abstractions. The class denotes the object category and acts as a drawing for the creation of such objects. Class simulates abstraction by defining
properties and behavior of objects representing abstraction. The object demonstrates the properties and behaviors defined by its class. Class object properties are also called attributes and are determined by fields in Java. The field in class definition is a variable that can store a value that represents a particular property. Class object
behavior is also known as operations and is determined by Java methods. Fields and methods in determining a class are collectively referred to as members. An important distinction is made between the contract and the implementation that the class provides for its facilities. The contract determines which services, and implementation
determines how these services are provided by the class. Customers (i.e. other objects) should only know the contract of the object, not its implementation, in order to use the services of the facility. As an example, we will implement different versions of the class that simulates the abstraction of the stack, which can push pop characters.
The stack will use an array of characters to store symbols and a box to mark the top item in the stack. Using the Unified Modeling Language (UML) notation, a class called CharStack is graphically depicted in Figure 1.1, which simulates abstraction. The names of the fields and methods appear in figure 1.1a. Participants' announcement:
An example of fields and methods 1.1 shows the definition of the CharStack class depicted in figure 1.1. Its goal is to illustrate the basic features of the Java class definition, rather than the efficient implementation of stacks. The definition of the class consists of a number of members' declarations. In the case of the CharStack class, it has
two fields: stackArray, which is an array for the time-flowing elements of the stack (in this case, the characters) topOfStack, which denotes the top element of the stack (i.e.. CharStack's last character index has five methods that implement basic stack operations: push () pushes the symbol to stackpop () removes and returns the top item
stackpeek () returns the top item of the stack for inspectionisEmpty () determines whether the emptyisFull stack determines whether the stack is a complete class definition also has a method-like ad with the same name as the same name. Such declarations are called designers. As we'll see, the constructor is executed when an object is
created from a class. However, the details of the implementation in the example are not important for the current discussion. Example 1.1 Key elements of class definition / File name source: CharStack.java public class CharStack / Class name / Class Declarations: ( 1) Fields: Private char's stackArray; Array, realizing the stack. private int
topOfStack; Top of the stack. (2) Designer: n) - stackArray - new char'n; topOfStack -1; -1; (3) Methods: public invalid push (symbol element) - public char pop () - reverse stackArray'topOfStack-;; - public char peek () zlt; - reverse stackArray (topOfStack);  ASPTreeView.com estimates already exist.  Page 7 The process of creating objects
from a class is called Instant. The object is a class copy. The object is constructed using the class as a drawing and is a specific instance of the abstraction that the class represents. The object must be created before it can be used in the program. In Java, objects are manipulated by links to objects (also called reference values or just
links). The process of creating objects usually involves the following steps: Declaration of a variable to store a link to an object. This includes declaring a reference variable of the appropriate class to store a link to an object. Declaration of two reference variables that will denote the two different objects, namely two stacks of symbols,
respectively. CharStack1 stack, stack2; Creating an object. This includes using a new operator in conjunction with a call to the designer to create a class instance. Create two different stack chars. stack1 - new CharStack (10); Stack length: 10 chars stack2 - new CharStack (5); Stack length: 5 characters New Operator returns link to new
CharStack class instance. This link can be assigned to the reference variable of the relevant class. Each object has a unique identity and has its own copy of the fields stated in the definition of the class. Two stacks, labeled stack1 and stack2, will have their own stackArray and topOfStack fields. The purpose of calling the designer on the
right side of the new operator is to initiate the newly created object. In this particular case, for each new CharStack instance created with the help of a new operator, the designer creates an array of symbols. The length of this array is given the value of the argument to the designer. The designer also initiates the upper Box OfStack.
Declaration and Moment can also be combined: CharStack stack1 - new CharStack (10), Stack2 - new CharStack (5); Figure 1.2 shows the UML notation for objects. The graphic representation of an object is very similar to a class image. Figure 1.2 shows a canonical notation where the name of the reference variable denoting the object
is attached to the class name with the colon ':'. If the name of the variable link is omitted, as in figure 1.2b, it means an anonymous object. Because objects in Java have no names but are marked with links, a more detailed notation is displayed in the 1.2c, where objects representing CharStack class links are directly related to CharStack
objects. In most cases, a more compact notation will suffice. The link to Object A provides the handle of the object, which is created and stored in memory. In Java, objects can only be manipulated with links that can be stored in variables. An object may have multiple references, often referred to as aliases. The object can be manipulated
with any of its aliases. Create two separate stacks of chars. CharStack Stack - new CharStack (12); Stack length: 12 charstack stackB - new CharStack (6); Stack length: 6 chars stackB and stackA; (1) aliases after the appointment / Stack, which was previously referred to stackB, can now be collected by garbage. Two stacks are created
in the above code. Before the appointment in (1), the situation as pictured in figure 1.3a. Once assigned to (1), the stackA and stackB reference variables will represent the same stack as 1.3b. StackA and stackB reference variables are pseudonyms after the destination because they belong to the same object. What happens to the stack
object that was marked with the stackB reference variable before the appointment? When objects are no longer in use, their memory is restored and redistributed to other objects if necessary. This is called automatic garbage collection. Java garbage collection is tangible by the execution system.  ASPTreeView.com of the assessment has
expired.info...  Page 8 When building new classes from existing classes using aggregation, the composite object is built from other composite objects that are parts of it. Java supports the aggregation of objects on the link because objects cannot contain other objects explicitly. Fields may only contain values of primitive data types or
references to other objects. Each CharStack class object has a storage box to link to an array object that contains symbols. Each stack object also has a primitive int data field to store the index value of the top of the stack. This is reflected in the CharStack class definition, which contains a variable instance for each of these parts. Unlike
composite objects that are stored in the fields, the values of primitive data types are stored in the fields of a composite object. The aggregation ratio is depicted in the UML chart in figure 1.7, showing that each CharStack object will have one object in the character array associated with it. Page 9Before, when starting to certify Java
programmers, it is important to understand the basic terms and concepts in object-oriented programming (OOP). This chapter focuses on presentation rather than exhaustive coverage. In-depth coverage of concepts follows in due course in subsequent chapters of the book. supports writing different kinds of performances: apps, applets
and servlets. The key elements of the Java application are presented in this chapter. The old adage that practice makes perfect is certainly true when learning a programming language. To encourage programming on your computer, you're describing the mechanics of compiling and running a Java application.  ASPTreeView.com
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